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In the age of digital content, where kahaniya(stories) and knowledge are easily 

accessible online, finding a reliable and comprehensive platform for books and 

kahaniya(stories) is a treasure. Matrubharti, a prominent online platform, stands out as a 

beacon for those seeking a diverse collection of kahaniya(stories), books, and literary 

treasures. With a commitment to providing re

aders with an 

enriching experience, Matrubharti has established itself as a go-to destination for book 

enthusiasts and story lovers alike. 
 

 

 

Diverse Selection of kahaniya (stories):  
Matrubharti proudly boasts a vast and diverse selection of kahaniya (stories)catering to 

all age groups and interests. From classic tales that have stood the test of time to 

contemporary narratives that resonate with modern readers, Matrubharti curates 

kahaniya (stories) that span various genres, including romance, mystery, adventure, 

fantasy, and more. Whether you're a fan of heartwarming family sagas or thrilling 

mysteries, Matrubharti ensures there's something for everyone. 
 

Engaging and Creative Content:  

What sets Matrubharti apart is its commitment to delivering engaging and creative 

content. Each story is carefully curated to captivate readers and transport them into new 

worlds, allowing them to escape into different realms of imagination. Whether you're 

seeking kahaniya(stories) that make you ponder the deeper meanings of life or simply 

want to be entertained, Matrubharti's collection promises to be a journey of discovery.  
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Emerging Authors and Literary Gems:  
Matrubharti recognizes the importance of supporting emerging authors and promoting 

literary talent. As a result, the platform serves as a launching pad for writers to showcase 

their literary prowess. This not only gives readers the opportunity to explore fresh 

perspectives and unique voices but also contributes to the growth of the literary 

community.  
 

User-Friendly Interface:  
Navigating through Matrubharti's extensive library is a seamless experience, thanks to its 

user-friendly interface. Whether you're using a computer, tablet, or smartphone, you can 

easily browse through different categories, search for specific titles, and discover new 

kahaniya (stories) that pique your interest. In the world of digital storytelling, 

Matrubharti shines as a leading platform that connects readers with an extensive 

collection of kahaniya (stories) and books.  
 

This is the example of kahaniya (stories)  
 

The story of the cursed text "Nilavanti granth katha":  
 

A long time ago in a small village in Uttar Pradesh, there lived a man with his wife and a 
young daughter. As the daughter grew to be five years old, her mother passed away, 
leaving behind a little girl named Nilavanti. After his wife's death, Nilavanti's father 
decided to leave the village and moved to another village with his daughter.  
Nilavanti's father was knowledgeable in Ayurveda, the traditional Indian system of 
medicine, and he imparted his knowledge to Nilavanti as well. Nilavanti had a unique 
ability – she could understand the language of plants, animals, and birds. She had a 
deep connection with nature. As time went on, Nilavanti's father realized that she 
possessed a special gift. She could communicate with animals and understand the 
language of nature. This ability amazed everyone in the village and gained her a 
reputation as a healer and a wise person. However, the story takes a darker turn. 
Nilavanti's special abilities attracted the attention of a malevolent spirit, a Yakshini (a 
female supernatural being in Indian folklore). This Yakshini was cursed and sought to 
spread suffering and death. She decided to use Nilavanti's gift to achieve her sinister 
goals. The Yakshini, in the guise of a wise sage, approached Nilavanti and offered her a 
sacred text called "Nilavanti Granth."  
 

Story of Khatu Shyam Ji by दिनेश कुमार कीर in Hindi Short Stories PDF:- 
 

In the Sikar district of Rajasthan, there is a famous temple dedicated to Shri 
Khatushyamji, also known as Khatushyam Baba. While there is no specific count of his 
devotees, the Vaishya and Marwari business communities are prominently among 
them. Shyam Baba, as he is affectionately called, is revered for his life story and deeds. 
Khatushyamji's real name is Barbarik. According to a Mahabharata tale, Barbarik's head 
was buried in the town of Khatushyam Nagar in Rajasthan. As a result, he became 



known as Khatushyam Baba. His story is entwined with valor and sacrifice. Devotees 
flock to his temple to seek blessings and find solace in his divine presence. 
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